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If you don't have a video game console in your home right now, it's very likely that you'll soon especially consider the latest round of competitive price cuts and new online gaming phenomena that have taken the world by storm. Just last November, investment banking firm Bear Stearns reported that
games as a genre would grow significantly faster than television, radio, film, music, and journalism, and they seemed to have been on something: Americans' spending on video games last year reached a staggering $4.6 billion. , more than the total amount spent on movies (rentals and combined
theaters). Today's games are far from the classic Atari of the 1970s, creating most of the most modern gaming masters. Three-dimensional characters move in all directions in an incrediblely detailed world of animation, using intricate moves that will shame Bruce Lee. So this may explain why more than
90 percent of today's games are purchased by someone over the age of 18 (for themselves or for other family members). Three systems are currently rocking the gaming world: Sony's PlayStation 2, Nintendo's GameCube and Microsoft's Xbox. They're all hits for different reasons, so you just have to
choose which one appeals to you. And rest easy: Your purchase will not be obsolete by the time you go home; Significantly different systems are not expected for about two years, although exciting new accessories are launching daily. PlayStation 2 PlayStation 2: The Leader of the Pack Sony's
PlayStation 2 (PS 2) ($199) is the overwhelming leader with over 11 million systems sold in North America alone. It can play games developed specifically for it, in addition to those created for its predecessor. (That model is now repackaged and sells as a ps for $49.) The combination means PS 2 players
can choose from over 1,200 games, four times the number available for the GameCube. Many of these games, of course, have been written long ago and do not live up to today's standards. THE PS 2 is a steal, because it can play DVDs and CDs and boasts Dolby 5.1 surround sound support.
GameCube GameCube: The Smallest Nintendo's GameCube ($150) is the cutest of the bunch, measuring about 6 inches on each side, and includes a built-in handle. It uses an exclusive mini-CD, so it can't play standard CDs or DVDs. It has no hard drive, so it uses a memory card like PS 2 to record
settings and scores. And although it has the fewest number of games, the games available include exclusive services such as pokemon, Zelda and Mario (such as Super Mario Sunshine, which sold more than 350,000 copies in the first 10 days it was available in stores). Xbox Xbox: Microsoft's most
powerful Xbox ($199) has an internal hard drive, Network jack is built-in, and claims to have the most powerful processor and best graphics processor of the three systems. It uses standard size CDs; to playback DVDs, DVDs, must buy a $30 converter. It's compatible with high-definition TVs, and some
new TVs are now even complete with built-in Xbox support. Three's Company: What they have in common You will find similarities between the three systems. All the boxes just plug into the wall and into your TV. Each box has a specially designed 128-bit processor chip. So when you're shopping around
and see the PS 2 box that boasts a 128-bit processor clocked at 295 megahertz (MHz), that means the chip can handle 128 decisions with or without 295 million times per second. The faster the machine can make decisions, the faster the games tend to run and the more detailed they are. The chip that
runs each box is unique, which is one reason why the game written for one box will not run on the other boxes. (All three systems have games exclusive to their respective platforms, although many are available in all three flavors.) Each box comes with a single game controller, a cross between a game
pad and a joystick, but up to four people can play at the same time if the game title and system support it. Additional controllers or upgrades are available from a wide range of companies. Xbox and GameCube come with four consoles; PS 2 has two. Most current models look like an an anthus, with short
arms on the sides and activate in front where your index finger rests. Many controllers can now vibrate, allowing you to feel the experience, and wireless models for all three systems are in stores (must have if the couch is a long way from the TV). Of the three, ps 2 controllers (included) have the most
outdated design with flat buttons instead of full activation. Web Wars: Online Gaming The biggest news this season? Play games online, giving you the opportunity to compete with other players around the world. Microsoft's Xbox, which has built-in online gaming support, is expected to launch the Xbox
Live gaming portal in November. Sony released a $40 network converter for its PS 2 in August to allow gaming over similar Internet and broadband connections. Nintendo is expected to release a $35 modem and broadband suit ahead of the holiday. Broadband Internet connections (such as cable
modems or DSL phone lines) are recommended for all three online connections of all three systems and are necessary for Xbox Live services. Microsoft said the company will charge $50 for the Live plan, which will include a year of access with headphones and microphones for voice chat. Two other
companies said they would not charge consumers to access online games, but their game developers could. Good news for girls While there are still a lot of video games where women are nothing but bouncy window dressing, strong female characters have become surprising Variables in marketing
games for women and men alike. The headliners include names like Lara Croft and Primal's Jennifer Tate (PS 2), but even where women don't star (such as the GameCube's Eternal Darkness, which has women in the time travel hero squad) are beginning to give female characters a backbone. That may
be why 43 percent of game players are now women, according to the Interactive Digital Software Association, and why spin-off movies like Tomb Raider are a hit at the box office with both genders. Top 5 Games By System * PlayStation2: NCAA Football 2003 Grand Theft Auto III Medal Honor Frontline
Stuntman Gran Turismo 3: A New Spec This Season: Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 4, Star Wars Bounty Hunter, .hack, and Hitman 2 GameCube: Super Smash Bros. Melee Eternal Darkness WWE WrestleMania X8 Sonic Adventure 2 Battle Spider-Man: The New Movie This Season: NBA 2K3 , NHL 2K3,



Scorpion King: Rise of the Akkadian, and Scooby-Doo! Night of 100 Frights Xbox: Halo NCAA Football 2003 Bruce Lee: Quest of the Dragon Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind Spider-Man: The New Movie This Season: NHL Hitz 20-03, Brute Force, Shenmue II, and Quantum Redshift * Ranked by US copies
sold, this is the most recent listing (July 2002) compiled by NPD Funworld This content was created and maintained by a third party , and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You can find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io Where is it written
where important exercises must be done with an air of grim determination? Can those groundbreaking ideas only appear in a business environment as usual? Should that work always feel like, well, work? Here's a glimpse of the creative process at Play, a store marketing agency tucked away in the
historic Shockoe Bottom neighborhood of Richmond, Virginia: Corner offices are often called play rooms, but a scrawled rush sign has temporarily called it the hall of justice. The staff of 20 or so in the room were instructed to invented their own superheroes, created costumes for them, figured out their
superpowers, and invented Clark Kent like changing the me. You have 10 minutes, claims Courtney Page, 27, who is leading the exercise. The page started by trading the blue, furry Grover hat that she was wearing - complete with googly eyes - for a custom-made paper hat. Robert Throckmorton, 36,
looked dazzling in a purple velvet jacket, painting a beacon on his white jacket made of Tyvek (whose papery, intstructable tool used in mail envelopes and housing insulation) to become Beacon Boy, whose mission was to banish evil and darkness. Geof Hammond, 29, bandaged a 12-inch red rubber ball
onto the top of his head using a covered ribbon secured under his chin. Henry McCoy, 37, decided that the day job of his superhero, Ennui Boy, whipping up lattes at Starbucks.These folks are not goofing off. They're not kidding. They don't even Strange. They are really engaged in practical work for an
important client with a tight deadline. But they're trying to be creative – that is, they insist, that they can't sit in boring meetings, in boring conference rooms, and hopefully create more boring ideas. Indeed, this brainstorming session, which included some who would be labeled (and fired) as just
accountants or support staff at most other agencies, was the beginning of an afternoon that created more than 70 ideas for Play's client, the Weather Channel, wanting Play to launch a marketing campaign focused on a particular cause. Play's undeniably playful workplace reflects the company's overall
approach to the hard work of creativity. Co-founder Andy Stefanovich, 33, says the basic idea is simple: When you turn work into a place that encourages people to be themselves, have fun and take risks, you refuel and unleash their creativity. The best ideas come from playful minds. And the way to tap
into that playfulness is to play - together. Creativity is not a solitary appearance, he argues. It's a very cooperative effort. A creator like the next one. That creativity just needs to be explored in each person. What we are doing is building a creative community – not the mysterious creation as a special talent
of a select few. A diverse and demanding group of customers are finding themselves at Play. This small (31-person), fast-growing organization offers innovative concepts, marketing and branding campaigns, advertising products, and event strategies to the like of American Express, Calvin Klein,
Nationwide Insurance, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Oscar Mayer and Disney. Moreover, about 30% of the agency's business comes from teaching companies to be more creative using Play's methods. How creative is play? The Center for Creative Leadership (CCL), the only non-business-school
organization to be shortlisted for the top 20 executive education programs of Business Week on Leadership Innovation, recently evaluated the company using a tool that assesses the company's ability to drive creativity. Play not only beats CCL's benchmarking model, but it also beats all companies in
CCL's database. Its scores were off the charts, said Bill Howland, product manager for CCL. I have not seen another company with such an open and innovative environment in my six years with the center. Indeed, please stop by Play on any afternoon, and you can see that a UPS guy has been dragged
into a brainstorming session, or a visitor has been asked to take an role-playing exercise. Most importantly, this philosophy anyone can-do-it see that creativity can be learned. Charlie Kouns, 46, who sometimes calls himself the official conscience of the company's brand, likes to talk about playing as a
and a movement. His less secretive agenda is to absorb corporate clients into his creative community, to infect them with a homage to play that will, over time, have an impact on how business in general approaches creative challenges. When people feel extraordinary value and are respected, their
passion for creativity and energy can explode above all, Kouns said. That energy is contagious. It's great to watch customers play ball and do other 'silly' things. And before you know it, you've got 22 ideas 10 times better than anything you can think of if you don't approach the project that way. The
simpler you are, the more open and creative you are. We just want to share that. As Andy Stefanovich's SUV near Play's headquarters, his, Gekko, a rusty-colored mixture, went crazy. She got up and pushed her way into the front seat, moaning eagerly. She knew we were approaching, Stefanovich
explained the apology. In a world of Silicon Valley-casual, putting one to work is not unusual. But Gekko is probably one of the few of the company that has its own business cards and titles (top dogs). She was also picked up by another Play employee to work while her owner was traveling. But she's not
the only employee at Play who wants the work day to start, nor is she the only one with an interesting title. The group invented its own title, which is a mixture of in-jokes, role slang, and pure lunacy. Stefanovich himself is in charge of what's next. Some other unusual titles at Play include buzz; whatif;
Houston, we have a problem; #17; check, please; the voice of reason; and 1.21 jigawatts. These titles don't always reveal the function of work - it's part of their beauty. Regular headlines tend to classify people as creative or non-creative. But Play's employees are part of the creative process - no matter
what they do every day. Cathy Carl, who at any other marketing agency would be the account manager, likes to call herself a point guard for Play. When I go into a meeting with clients, they always think I'm the creative one, Mr. Carl, 25, has thick, silver glitter eyeliner and fuels that boisterous personality.
I am encouraged to bring my own creativity into my work. We have a lot of people with dynamic personalities and countless benefits who keep us growing and learning constantly. It's as if we all feed this creature as Play. Throughout its 10-year history, Play has developed a formula to inspire creative
thinking, including curiosity, openness, energy and risk-taking. Play's - and its working approach - is designed to maximize both stimulation and safety. Players call it feeling Mojo consists of physical surroundings (dozens of large red rubber balls; Polaroids and plaster graffiti everywhere; and lots of toys
and Tyvek suits) as well as certain rituals (such as drumrolls to inform meetings and morning story times). One of the things that attracted me to play was its open, thoughtful environment, Chip Leon, 32, the company's next strategist, who first used mojo to describe Play's magic. It was just a good vibe, a
positive energy feeling, a family intimacy, he said. It's like Disney's pixie dust - a bit of invisible magic that helps make us who we are. That mojo is particularly tangible at creative mornings. In the second part of brainstorming for the Weather Channel, the group splits into groups to come up with ideas for
cause-related marketing campaigns. Each team took a stack of magazines to flip over to tie the connection. The point is to come up with ideas - no matter how silly, bad or inappropriate - from random input. This exercise in the free association both eliminates penalties for bad ideas and ensures exposure
to extrasymoidal inspiration and optimism. Stefanovich's team headed outside and set up child-sized plastic stools in the middle of a large patch of sun. The team skimmed through the journals, calling for ideas, while Hammond took notes on the arms and back of his teammate's Tyvek jacket. An
advertisement for relationships gives birth to an idea for clothing with patterns of clouds, sun, rain, and so on them, the proceeds of which may be beneficial for hurricane relief efforts. Stefanovich riffs off an image of the sky to suggest a applying a raindrop program where people can donate money to a
cause and in return tracks a fictitious raindrop through computer simulations from its head in a lake in Wisconsin to its fate as part of a tropical storm. After a hasty 15 minutes of ideas, team members take a few minutes to think about the question from the perspective of their invented superheroes. When
the teams meet again in the conference room, all their ideas are written on the whiteboard. No one worries that some ideas are weird, off the brand, or lousy. No rolling eyes or laughing ridicule. Instead, everyone tries to hook into an idea by adding to it or spinning it to make it better. The session ended
with applause and, on cue, exuberant barking from Gekko.Play's refusal to pass judgment in the creative process reflected its deceptively simple approach to creativity: Look at more stuff; thinking about it is more difficult. Instead of locking themselves in a conference room with the goal of emerging with
the perfect idea, teams venture into the world with a voracious appetite for inspiration. Exposure to new ideas through radical leave - opportunities for climbing staff, discovering strangers learn to surf - any experience will inspire them creatively. Play believes that the more connections you have between
seemingly relevant concepts and the more views you have about a problem, the more likely you are to infill a winning creative solution. That's what playing is all about, Stefanovich said. It's an attitude and approach that encourages infinite thoughts. It helps you let go of the parameters. If you think about
it, you've been at your most creative as a child, because you have no fear. You risked your life more. No one judged your performance and said you were 'bad' at play. Our process of trying to regain some of that freedom. The main creative group at Play is called the wallpaper group, because it includes
everything. J.B. Hopkins, 39, a member of that group, explains this way: I'm in my best creation when I'm in my line-of-consciousness mode. Often, my concept is not thought clearly or correctly. But if I have to stop and edit them, I lose some of that energy. Because I'm allowed to throw away half-hearted
ideas and then tweak them later, I can work at the peak of my creativity. Killer Creative Gets Killer ResultsOn her flight back from a radical vacation in Hawaii in August 1998, Courtney Page wrote Stefanovich a thank you note - on an airsickness bag. He was so interested in the gesture that he used it in a
speech, as an example of taking risks and being creative. It's a great example of communicating in a smart, unique, interesting, and more relevant fashion, he said. I'm not a guy who wants to keep a boring piece of paper. I want that bag. I'd fold it up and put it in my pocket and take it home and say to my
wife, 'Look, I got a barf bag letter today.' That's good. A senior vice president from Nationwide Insurance heard that speech and called Stefanovich to ask him to fly out for a meeting. Two days later, he and Lynn Spitzer, 43, the coo equivalent of Play, were sitting in a conference room at Nationwide's
headquarters, in Columbus, Ohio. Senior vice president John Cook stepped in and threw a bag of barf on the table. It says, Let's play. Nationwide is in the midst of a major branding effort that includes a logo change. The company used an outstanding agency to develop the new logo, but it wanted a
different approach to recommending it to employees. The new logo is a matter of affection as well as strategy for the whole country. Market research shows that although the company's slogan (Nationwide on your side) has been widely recognized, its logo has not, although has been around for more than
40 years. But inside the company, the feelings about the logo are strong. Some employees have tattoos of blue eagles and the letter N. the person even has the logo insymed at the bottom of his pool. It's a very very very Chris Gay, strategic communications officer at Nationwide said. Forty-five years is a
long time; logo has been strengthened into our culture. So Play helped nationwide design an event to introduce the new logo, as well as further training for a team of branders who will help employees adapt to the new brand strategy. The highlight of the event, which was satellite-screened for more than
30,000 people, was the release of a bald eagle, raised by the Raptor Center at the University of Minnesota, restoring birds of prey. Nationwide has donated to the center and launched a program on its inland network that tracks eagles using a handing machine in a card that the center has placed on the
bird. We wanted some kind of symbolic gesture of respect for 45 years that the logo - and those who were loyal to it - served the company, Spitzer said. This event is intended to acknowledge that donations while received on the need for change. A follow-up event trained 350 employees on how to teach
their colleagues and colleagues about brand changes. The new logo is a blue frame with an empty white center - an interactive icon that customers and employees can visualize the faces of the people the company serves. Play suggests that the training room reproduces inside the frame. So the 350
people, dressed in white Tyvek clothes, spent four hours creating the brand in a room with white floors, white walls and white furniture. Results? A month after the training, a survey found that 86% of Nationwide employees understood the new brand strategy. And 90% of them believe that they can
personally make the new brand happen. Energy, creativity and willingness to motivate us are critical to the success of this project, said John Aman, Nationwide brand employee. The team at Play really increased the level of energy significantly. What began as a simple speech by the president became an
event that this kind of change deserved and needed. For Play, the nationwide project is an example of the power innovation that must shape culture. We are particularly excited about this project because of the opportunity to change business. We can change the way we do business, Spitzer said. And if
we can inspire, motivate or insuite - in any capacity - companies that have these kinds of experiences through play, we want to do it. It's part of our mission, and that's why I joined the company. Play Is a Team SportIt's 9pm on Wednesday, three weeks after the initial session for the weather channel. The
wallpaper group is in potential crisis mode. Hopkins, who has been shepherding the development of ideas ever since, drew a small red flag next to the project on the whiteboard. He will present the final idea for giving Channel on Friday, and there's so much more to celebrate. He hasn't been comfortable
with what the team has shown. No one panicked. But it means the rest of the Play will kick up intensity and pitch, even if they are not assigned to that project. That's just part of our culture, Page explains. No one comes home before the project owner hangs a red flag that feels comfortable, no matter how
long it takes. It's not an emergency - yet. But it's a way for us to call for help and get support so that it won't become one. The page takes a few minutes to clarify the exercise. Hopkins is exempt from the afternoon brainstorming session, and a few team members change missions to free up time to help.
For Hopkins, who at the time had been with Play for more than two months, it was his first red flag experience, and it left quite an impression: People who were busy with other projects stopped what they were doing. Everyone in the office pitched in - whether they helped us refine the concept or ran out to
get lunch for those who worked. It's a teamwork feeling I've never encountered before. The proximity of Play culture is a direct reflection of his co-founders, Stefanovich, and his sister, Christine Rochester, 43. Two of them started the company (originally a business marketing event) 10 years ago.
Rochester is an experienced event planner, and Stefanovich, despite only being out of university for two years, has worked for the Ritz-Carlton hotel-obsessed service. But their high-touch approach begins at home. My mother used to wear notes about my father's clothes every day, Stefanovich said. She
will also take notes during our lunch. She always tries to make people happy. Today's play (people, play, profit - in that order) is the result of the team's efforts, Stefanovich said. And it pleased him that the team clearly agreed. Stefanovich, Rochester, and Hammond went to the unexpected awards
ceremony to win. Caught at the podium without a speech, Stefanovich gushed in Sally Field - like fashion, This is so cool. After the ceremony ended, the trio went to the hotel bar and began calling colleagues. Staff and spouses started the show - more than 40 altogether - to help celebrate the award.
Stefanovich recalled: Everyone came from the gym. Someone came by bike. Others came to their families. There is a feeling that we should all be really proud of ourselves. There's an honesty too: It's not just me winning a prize. That's the whole team. We all hugged each other, saying, 'Look at What we
did! Look what we did!' After about 20 days of 'us,' my father glanced at me and said, 'We are. It's beautiful.' And your grandfather. On the right. It was the most powerful thing I've ever experienced - and it didn't win the award, it saw us win the award. Robb Pair, 37, play's wizard, has led the company's
sales department since it began. He described the 31-person outfit this way: The company is almost like employee number 32. It has a life of its own. It has feelings, passions, feelings, and desires, just like an individual. Working at Play really gives me the feeling of 'no limits.' Risk is encouraged, and I
have the opportunity to explore my potential and abilities. Playing is PersonalHanging out with the staff from Play After Work can be a surreal experience. Haven't these people spent the day together? What can they have left to talk about? And why did they choose to spend so much time together? The
answer is simple: Play is personal. It's hard to get creative with people you don't really like. And these are friends as well as colleagues. Indeed, many play employees know as much about each other as most people know about their siblings. For example, everyone knows that Natalie Greenberg, 26,
suffered from knee weakness because of fashion from Milan. They know that Stefanovich uses his blue jeans as a four-pocket filing system: personal stuff in front of the left, notes on stuff happening today in front of the right, stuff that needs to be acted on today in the right back , and ideas need to grow
further in the left back. They know that when Page was 12, she was bitten by a shark. They know that Hammond is extremely competitive in all games involving a red rubber ball. They know that John Morgan, 24, who now sports a goat and thick-rimmed glasses and speaks like a surfer, once enrolled at
the Virginia Military Academy and later taught English in Estonia. (Just think of all the poor Estonians running around going, 'Duuuude!' Stefanovich joked.) It's not unusual for people of Play to play together after working two or three nights a week – attending one of Throckmorton's plays (he's an actor at
the side), working out (Stefanovich, Morgan, Leon, and Page stepping into a triathlon last year), grabbing beer, or just hanging out. Tonight, the plan is to get beer at a new microbrewery and then catch Morgan's band, which is playing at a joint. The band, whose staff is trying to help Morgan name (some
of the leading contenders include Cirque du Suck and Nary the Twain), is mostly not Grateful Dead included. But Morgan's colleagues didn't seem to care what he played - they were just glad to see him on stage. When he noticed the entire crew entering the bar at a little after 10am, he smiled broadly,
greeted with a drumstick, and continued rocking. For and for many employees at Play, there is no rift between work life and personal life. Their lives have a seamless one that is rare. And And know it. Playing is my life, Morgan says simply. And I don't mean a cheesy way. But this is definitely not just a
job. When I get home, I'm no different when I'm at work. The clothes that I wear to practice the band are the same clothes that I wear to work. My friends on weekends are my friends at work. They came to hear my band play. When Andy leaves town, I'll take Gekko to work. We have a passion at Play that
is deeper than anything I've been exposed to. I try not to talk about it very much with people you don't work at Play, because I can see in their faces that they don't work in the same kind of place. It's just something that we have to cherish and try to preserve because we like it so much. Preserving that
culture is Rochester's full-time job. As an ambassador for the company, she represents Play with the outside world on various boards and in pro bono projects, and she is the one who keeps the fire inside. How do you keep the flames of creativity burning? With so many small gestures that reflect people's
commitment to each other. I would ask different people for their car keys, and then I would go fill their car with gas and wash it, she said. I will put a plastic cone in front of the building and reserve it for someone of the day. When someone goes on a road trip, we put water and fruit in a bag and give it to
the person on the way out the door. The other day, I bought 31 glasses of milkshakes and brought them in. You might think I brought in a million dollars. It's just $80 worth of milkshakes. What's $80 in the big show of things when it comes to keeping people excited about being here? That support is really
important. That's why many people who work at Play say they can't imagine working anywhere else. I can act like I do, Hopkins explains, which is my favorite thing to do. Hopkins is divorced, and he spends every other weekend with his daughter, Morgan, who is five and a half. He recently took a half-day
off work to have lunch with her in her kindergarten class. He drove more than two hours to her school, met her teacher, and had lunch with her. When I left, she was really upset because she didn't want me to leave. It's pretty horrible. She started crying, asking: 'When will I see you again?' I hugged her
and told her it wouldn't be long. It's only next Saturday. And when I left class, I looked back and saw how many days she counted out that was on her fingers. Hopkins sighed heavily. That's hard. The last thing you think I want to do is get back to work. But I drove back as quickly as possible. I'm so grateful
to have those people back. Cheryl Dahle (cdahle@fastcompany.com) is a senior writer for Fast Company. Access Play on the Web or contact Andy Stefanovich (andy@lookatmorestuff.com) or Christine Rochester (christine@lookatmorestuff.com) via email. Let's look at more things, and think about it
harder. That's Play's advice to those who are more serious about being creative. Geof Hammond, a creative coach at Play, explains the company's approach in this way: We call what we do 'creative observations.' We look at things, pay attention to them and turn those observations into new ideas. Here
are tips from Play on how to unleash your own creative genius. Stay limber. The bottom line of creativity is to put old ideas together in new ways, or come up with popular concepts a twist that makes them uncommon. You can get better at doing that if you practice, says Andy Stefanovich, Play's co-
founder. How does the team at Play get in its practice? There is a chalkboard in a hallway that has random everyday topics, such as H2O, city, marathon or teenagers. People who go through the board then record related words and thoughts, which go into a file and are used in brainstorming sessions on
those topics. We get some of our best ideas from 'entertaining' thoughts, Stefanovich says, like brainstorming you do while getting to work or exercise, when your mind isn't fully focused on the task. Change your perspective. You can't come up with new ideas if you approach each issue the same way.
Play's creative exercises are built around forcing connections - making yourself connect seemingly uns relevant ideas. For example, coaches provide clients with lists of random reviews from kindergartens and ask them to relate those sayings to their business matters. Worse is better. One way to lose
your fear of looking stupid and to come up with great ideas is to deliver the worst possible ideas you can think of, and then riff off of it. When Play was asked by Woolmark Co. to give an event that could promote summer weight wool clothing, the group began with a bizarre question: What is the worst way
to promote wool? How about let a bunch of sheep loose in New York City? Bad idea, isn't it? The team has since refined it. The last time was for wool models to walk sheep on a leash on Madison Avenue. The stunt snared more than 8 million media impressions. Not Baaad. baaad.
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